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There’s guaranteed to be plenty of madness at San Diego Comic-Con 2011, but none,
absolutely none, will be as blood spattered and gore soaked as this. FANGORIA and Image
Entertainment present the world premiere of CHROMESKULL: LAID TO REST 2; an unveiling
of the unrated sequel that’s absolutely free for horror fans to attend! Head below for details!

The night gets underway at 9:45 p.m. on Friday, July 22nd at the Gaslamp 15 (701 5th ave, San
Diego, CA) with writer/director/FX wizard Rob Hall on hand for a post-screening Q&A. To get in,
send an e-mail to FANGORIAScreening@gmail.com with the subject, CHROMESKULL. Be
aware that seats are first come, first served and not guaranteed, so do show up a bit early.

CHROMESKULL: LAID TO REST 2 picks up three months after we last left ChromeSkull (Nick
Principe) at the end of the original Laid to Rest. Tommy (Thomas Dekker), who’s struggling to
come to terms with his encounter with the masked killer, has now gone missing courtesy of the
maniacal Preston (Brian Austin Green), a mysterious player in the sequel with a sinister
connection to ChromeSkull. Meanwhile, our killer has set his sights on a new girl, Jess (Mimi
Michaels), and after the young girl disappears, Detective King (Owain Yeoman) must race
against the clock to find her and Tommy before it’s too late and try to put an end to
ChromeSkull’s deadly legacy.

For more on the film, you can head to the official CHROMESKULL site, see its DVDetails her
e
and follow Image Horror on
Facebook
. And be on the lookout for our Comic-Con exclusive,
The Bloody Best of GOREZONE
, a look back at some of the best our sister mag had to offer with some fresh blood from none
other than Robert Hall! See you in San Diego!

{youtube}po6iM94w4Bk{/youtube}
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